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Special Designed Blends 
for 

Hotel, Fast Food, Food Court, Restaurant, Supermarket or 
Retail Pack, and Home Preparation  

 
It is a Simple, Fast, Healthy and Special way to make processed 
meat products yourself and make it unique from the others.  
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You may need kitchenware shown from below picture to prepare your meat 
products:  

 
 

Burgers Patties 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING B Series is an instant functional seasoning powder which 
provides an instant way to make burger patties or steak burger simply through below 
procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING B Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed recipe 

will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine into ground meat (-1~0℃) and slightly massage until brine is 

absorbed. 
3 Shape forming by burger maker or mould or hand and freeze it overnight. 
4 Directly fry on the pan without thawing. 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 60 kinds of burger patties or steak burger recipes and can 
be tailored for your exclusive request.   
 

Meaty Burger Steak 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING RB Series is an instant functional seasoning powder 
which provides an instant way to make whole meat steak or meaty steak burger simply 
through below procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING RB Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed 

recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine into meat (-1~0℃) and slightly massage until brine is absorbed. 
3 Freeze it overnight. 
4 Directly fry on the pan without thawing. 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 30 kinds of meaty burger steak recipes and can be 
tailored for your exclusive request.   
 

 
Ground Meat Sausages 

NEWFLAVOR SEASONING G Series is an instant functional seasoning powder which 
provides an instant way to make ground sausages simply through below procedures: 
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1 Dissolve SEASONING G Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed recipe 

will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine into ground meat (-1~0℃) and slightly massage until brine is 

absorbed. 
3 Preferably suggest to cure at 0-5℃ overnight or up to 48 hours. 
4 Stuff into casing by hand stuffer or vacuum stuffer. 
5 Drying and smoking (optional for ground sausage). 
6 Directly fry on the pan or steaming or water cooking at 80~85℃. 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 200 kinds of ground meat sausage recipes and can be 
tailored for your exclusive request. 
 

Ground Meat Ball 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING MG Series is an instant functional seasoning powder 
which provides an instant way to make meaty meatball simply through below procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING MG Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed 

recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine into ground meat and fat (-1~0℃) and agitated mix or massage 

until brine is absorbed. 
3 Ball forming. 
4 Water cooking at 80~85℃. 
NEW ASIA provides more than 30 kinds of ground meat ball recipes and can be tailored 
for your exclusive request. 
 

Emulsifying Type Meat Sausages 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING F or FP Series is an instant functional seasoning powder 
which provides an instant way to make emulsified sausages or hotdog simply through 
below procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING F or FP Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed 

recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Chop ground meat (-1~0℃) by kitchen food processor or chopper. 
3 Pour above brine into chopped meat. 
4 Add fat or oil and chop until homogenized. 
5 Stuff into casing by hand stuffer or vacuum stuffer. 
6 Drying and smoking (optional). 
7 Steaming or water cooking at 80~85℃. 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 200 kinds of emulsified meat sausage recipes and can be 
tailored for your exclusive request. 
 
 

Emulsifying Type Meat Ball 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING CB or MB Series is an instant functional seasoning 
powder which provides an instant way to make emulsified meat ball simply through 
below procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING CB or MB Series into certain amount of iced water (A 

detailed recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
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2 Chop ground meat (-1~0℃) by kitchen food processor or chopper. 
3 Pour above brine into chopped meat. 
4 Add fat or oil and chop until homogenized. 
5 Ball Forming. 
6 Water cooking at 80~85℃. 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 30 kinds of emulsified meat ball recipes and can be 
tailored for your exclusive request. 
 

Pressed or Restructured Ham 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING H Series is an instant functional seasoning powder which 
provides an instant way to make restructured ham simply through below procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING H Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed recipe 

will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine into ground meat (-1~0℃) and slightly massage until brine is 

absorbed. 
3 Cure at 0-5℃ overnight or up to 48 hours. 
4 Stuff into casing by hand stuffer or vacuum stuffer and then pressed tightly into ham 

mold. 
5 Drying and smoking (optional). 
6 Steaming or water cooking at 80~85℃. 
7 Cool and then chill immediately. 
8 Slicing. 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 100 kinds of pressed ham recipes and can be tailored for 
your exclusive request. 
 

Meat Loaf or Luncheon Meat Products 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING LM or ML Series is an instant functional seasoning 
powder which provides an instant way to make meat loaf or luncheon meat simply 
through below procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING LM or ML Series into certain amount of iced water (A 

detailed recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine into ground meat (-1~0℃) and slightly massage (for premium 

product) or agitated mix (medium or low product) or chop until brine is absorbed. 
3 Cure at 0-5℃ overnight or up to 48 hours. 
4 Stuffing. 
5 Steaming or water cooking at 80~85℃. 

 
NEW ASIA provides more than 60 kinds of meat loaf and luncheon meat recipes and can 
be tailored for your exclusive request. 
 
 

Chicken Nugget or Children Restructured Forming Products 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING CN Series is an instant functional seasoning powder 
which provides an instant way to make chicken nugget or restructured meat products 
simply through below procedures: 
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1 Dissolve SEASONING CN Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed 

recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine into ground meat (-1~0℃) and slightly or agitated massage until 

brine is absorbed. 
3 Nugget forming or kids favorite shape forming (e.g. dinosaur). 
4 Freeze for overnight. 
5 Coating and deep frying. 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 50 kinds of chicken nugget recipes and several seasoned 
coating flours (Seasoning BM Series) and all can be tailored for your exclusive request. 

 
Dried Meat Product or Jerky Snack 

NEWFLAVOR SEASONING D or CS Series is an instant functional seasoning powder 
which provides an instant way to make dried meat product, jerky or meat candy simply 
through below procedures: 
 
1 Mix SEASONING D or CS Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed 

recipe will be provided differently by each product code) together with ground or 
sliced meat (-1~0℃) and slightly massage until evenly mixed. 

2 Cure at 0-5℃ overnight or up to 48 hours. 
3 For Jerky or Dried Meat Products: 

A. Spread the cured meat on Bamboo or stainless steel sifter. 
B. Air drying at 50℃ for 2-3 hours or oven drying until semi-dried product 

obtained. Keep freezing prior to further cooking. 
C. Char-coal BBQ or oven cook. 
Or for Dried or Semi-dried Sausage: 
A. Stuff into casing. 
B. Air drying at 50℃ for 3-4 hours (Semi-dried). Keep chilling or freezing prior to 

further cooking. (For dried sausage, drive out the moisture using 50℃ for 2-3 
hours. ) 

C. Char-coal BBQ or oven cook. (For dried sausage, dry at 85℃ until desired 
dryness.)  

 
NEW ASIA provides more than 100 kinds of dried sausage or jerky recipes and can be 
tailored for your exclusive request. 
 

BBQ/ Roast/ Coatless Deep Frying Meats  
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING RC Series is an instant functional seasoning powder 
which provides an instant way to make BBQ/Roast/Coatless Deep Frying meats simply 
through below procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING RC Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed 

recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine into meats (-1~0℃) and slightly massage until brine is absorbed. 
3 Cure at 0-5℃ overnight or at least 2 hours. (For whole bird or bigger meat part 

dipping, at least 24 hours or more.) 
4 Char-coal BBQ or oven cook/ Oil deep frying (without coating)/Roasting/ Pan frying. 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 50 kinds of these recipes and can be tailored for your 
exclusive request. 
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Healthy and Veggie Products 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING VG Series is an instant functional seasoning powder 
which provides an instant way to make veggie products simply through below 
procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING VG Series into certain amount of iced water or add dry 

addition (A detailed recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Pour above brine (for lower cost may together with NEWPRO 90 oil emulsion) into 

Fibrous Veggie Meat (if NEWSOY 460 or 700 applied) and mix until everything is 
evenly dispersed and homogenized. 

3 Stuff into casing or molding or shape forming. 
4 Steaming at 85℃. 
5 Further cooking (pan fry or coating and deep fry). 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 100 kinds of Veggie recipes and can be tailored for your 
exclusive request. 
 

Modern Tofu Products 
NEWFLAVOR SEASONING UT Series is an instant functional seasoning powder 
which provides an instant way to make modern tofu and meat or seafood tofu products 
simply through below procedures: 
 
1 Dissolve SEASONING UT Series into certain amount of iced water (A detailed 

recipe will be provided differently by each product code). 
2 Chop the mixture until glossy appearance is obtained and pour slowly the oil into 

glossy mixture while chopping and high speed chop to get a white creamy 
homogenized emulsion 

3 Add meat or seafood and continue chop to homogenized paste (if meat or seafood 
tofu applied). 

4 Stuff into casing or molding or spread on a tofu forming tray with cover. 
5 Steaming at 85-90℃. 
6 Further cooking (pan fry or coating and deep fry; option). 
 
NEW ASIA provides more than 60 kinds of modern tofu recipes and can be tailored for 
your exclusive request. 
 
Above DIY Seasonings are all Halal available. 
 
For Technical or Sales Enquiry, please feel free to contact us: 
Tel: 65-6570-8391 
Fax: 65-6570-8392 
Email: newasia@singnet.com.sg  
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